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A comprehensive menu of Adams Hot Food Takeaway from Leeds covering all 17 courses and drinks can be
found here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Adams Hot Food Takeaway:
I ordered to collect on the way home from work. 1 pizza and chips. omg was it amazing pizza pipping hot with

loads of toppings and no soggy chips. also after 30 minutes in their container (see the pizza first.) they were still
crispy and tasty. many thanks, adams. best eating je ps the pictures are for breakfast lol read more. What

simonsharp5000 doesn't like about Adams Hot Food Takeaway:
Always ordered from here and the pizzas are usually good, but noticed if you order extras on your pizza like

cheese and on your chips it dosnt seem to happen, quite disappointed whilst we have paid extra and just seems
like being ripped off. read more. In Adams Hot Food Takeaway in Leeds, they prepare tasty pizza using a time-

honored method, served fresh, Forbreakfast a delicious brunch is offered here. Furthermore, they offer you
delicious seafood menus, The menus are usually prepared for you in a short time and fresh.
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Appet�er�
KEBAB

Main�
FILLET

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sid� Order�
MAYO

Chicke�
SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN

Lam� & Hähnche�
TIKKA MASALA

Hauptgericht� - Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

India�
CHICKEN DARTS

CHICKEN TIKKA MASALA

MASALA

Ingredient� Use�
HAM

GARLIC

CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
WRAP

BURGER

PIZZA
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